Abstract. Feature matching is one of the most fundamental and active research areas in computer vision. A comprehensive evaluation of feature matchers is necessary, since it would advance both the development of this field and also high-level applications such as Structure-from-Motion or Visual SLAM. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work targets the evaluation of feature matchers while they only focus on evaluating feature detectors and descriptors. This leads to a critical absence in this field that there is no standard datasets and evaluation metrics to evaluate different feature matchers fairly. To this end, we present the first uniform feature matching benchmark to facilitate the evaluation of feature matchers. In the proposed benchmark, matchers are evaluated in different aspects, involving matching ability, correspondence sufficiency, and efficiency. Also, their performances are investigated in different scenes and in different matching types. Subsequently, we carry out an extensive evaluation of different state-of-the-art matchers on the benchmark and make in-depth analyses based on the reported results. This can be used to design practical matching systems in real applications and also advocates the potential future research directions in the filed of feature matching.
Introduction
Feature matching is one of the most fundamental and active research areas in computer vision. The goal of matching is to build feature correspondences between different views of a scene or object. The correspondence search provides a basis for image based localization, tracking and reconstruction, so feature matchers are often used in many high-level applications such as Structure-fromMotion [1] and Visual SLAM [2, 3] . Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate feature matchers, which would advance the development of both matching algorithms and related applications. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work targets the evaluation of feature matchers while they only focus on evaluating feature detectors [4, 5] and descriptors [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . This leads to a critical absence that there is no standard datasets and evaluation metrics to evaluate different feature matchers fairly.
To this end, we propose the first uniform feature matching benchmark to facilitate the analysis of feature matchers. In the proposed benchmark, matchers are evaluated in three different aspects, involving matching ability, correspondence sufficiency, and efficiency. Here, the matching ability refers to how likely matchers perform correct matching between a pair of images, and the correspondence sufficiency refers to how many correspondences matchers proposed when they match an image pair correctly, and the efficiency refers to the speed of matching. They are all critical in high-level applications. For example, wrong matchings or inadequate correspondences would cause SfM/SLAM systems to function inappropriately, and slow matchings would cause high-level applications to be not able to work at real-time speed. In order to measure these different aspects, we propose two evaluation metrics, SP curves (with AUC score for showing an overall performance) and AP bars, which respond to the measurement of matching ability and correspondence sufficiency, respectively.
Instead of reinventing the wheel, our benchmark dataset is constructed by collecting image sequences from existing SfM/SLAM datasets [10, 11, 12] . This is because a) one goal of this paper is to advance the development of SfM/SLAM [1, 3] by improving the matching techniques, and thus performing the evaluation on SfM/SLAM datasets is the most straightforward; b) existing SfM/SLAM datasets [10, 11, 12] are large enough and they cover a wide range of scenes, involving indoor offices, different objects, outdoor street views, and urban buildings. On the other hand, although images are off-the-shelf, we contribute by selecting and re-organizing them for enabling both short-baseline and widebaseline feature matching evaluation, responding to matching problems in Visual SLAM and Structure-from-Motion, respectively. What's more, we make our dataset extensible by providing easy-to-use tools for re-organizing some popular SLAM/SfM datasets at our format. It enables researchers to run our evaluation protocol on their own dataset for choosing proper matchers that meet their requirements.
Subsequently, we carry out a comprehensive evaluation of different stateof-the-art feature matchers [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] on the proposed benchmark, and then conduct in-depth analyses based on the results. This can be used to design practical matching systems in real applications and also advocates the potential future research directions in the filed of feature matching.
The contributions of this paper are as following:
-a) we propose the first uniform feature matching benchmark to facilitate the evaluation of feature matchers in different scenes and in different aspects, which enables researchers to develop and evaluate their new algorithms more conveniently.
-b) we carry out an extensive evaluation of various state-of-the-art matchers and make in-depth analyses, which encourage researchers to design better practical matchers in real applications and also advocate the potential future research directions in the filed of feature matching.
On the other hand, the novelty of this paper involves proposing three different aspects for evaluating matchers, designing two evaluation metrics for facilitate the analysis of matching ability and correspondence sufficiency, and constructing (re-organizing) benchmark datasets for enabling both short-baseline and widebaseline feature matching evaluation. We organize the paper by giving an overview of feature matchers in Sec. 2, introducing evaluation metrics in Sec. 3, constructing benchmark datasets in Sec. 4, and evaluating feature matchers in Sec. 5. Finally, some discussions of this work are listed in Sec. 6, and conclusions are given in Sec. 7.
Feature matchers overview
A typical feature matcher proceeds by extracting local features [13, 14, 15] , and followed by matching features by using a nearest-neighbor approach [22] , and finally selecting good correspondences [16, 20, 18] from the tentative correspondence set. The selected correspondences would be fed into a RANSAC [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] framework for fitting a global geometry model [28] from them, and the outliers are further rejected by using the estimated model. Often, the estimated geometry model as well as final correspondences are delivered in Structurefrom-Motion [1] and Visual SLAM systems [3, 2] . We give an overview of feature matchers below.
SIFT matcher [13] is a standard method in this field. It follows the typical pipeline we mentioned above, where FLANN [22] is often used to perform fast (approximated) nearest-neighbor matching, and RATIO [13] is used to select good correspondences which compares the lowest feature distance and the second lowest feature distance for recognizing good ones. SIFT matcher is widely used in different applications, and we regard it to be the baseline for analyzing other matchers.
There are two main research directions for boosting matchers' performances or efficiencies, including designing better local features [14, 15, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] and better matching solutions [16, 19, 18, 17, 20] . Here, local features are reviewed and evaluated in many previous works [6, 5, 7, 8, 9] , but matching solutions are few discussed. Therefore, we focus on introducing the latter below.
Graph matchers [34, 35, 36, 17] search for geometry consistent correspondences between two sets of features, rather than performing nearest-neighbor matching and selecting good correspondences like a typical matching system. They optimize a global consistency score and can cope with higher-order constraints (involving more than one match). However, they are not well suited for a high outlier rate, and their time and space complexity grows exponentially with the order, which limits in real applications to a few hundred feature points.
KVLD matcher [16] proposes a virtual Line descriptor and a semi-local matching method based on this descriptor for correspondence selection. It makes good use of constraints in both photometry and geometry, and correspondences that pass the verification in both domains are recognized to be good. The methods works well in strong-texture scenes while suffers in weak-texture scenes because in this scenario photometry-based solutions may function inappropriately.
CODE matcher [18] proposes an optimization based approach for finding a globally smooth correspondence set. Employing powerful ASIFT [37] feature, it performs ultra-robust wide-baseline matching and proposes sufficient correspondences. Based on CODE, RepMatch matcher [19] proposes a geometry-aware approach to tackle the challenges of repetitive structures. It improves the performance again but introduces a higher complexity at the same time. However, these two matchers [19, 18] have huge computational costs, although they are very powerful.
GMS matcher [20] proposes a correspondence selection method called gridbased motion statistics. It is fast and robust to recognize good correspondences. Adopting cheap and rich ORB [15] feature, the whole matcher can perform highquality matching while achieving real-time performances.
Finally, with respect to the number of correspondences, matchers can also be divided into two classes, sparse feature matchers, and rich feature matchers. Here, CODE [18] , RepMatch [19] , and GMS [20] fall into the group of rich feature matchers, since their output correspondences are much more than other sparse matchers. They are all recently proposed and show high-quality feature matching. We compare these two classes of matchers in our evaluation.
Evaluation metrics
The inputs of a matcher are two images and the outputs are correspondences between them. It sounds straightforward to benchmark the output correspondences, but one may find that it is impractical due to the difficulty of generating the highly-quality (accurate and dense) ground truth. To our knowledge, there are two methods for ground-truth correspondences generation: a) The first approach is projecting a pixel in one image to other images by using Homography (see details in [38] ). However, this can only be used in a planar scene but not be applicable in a generic non-planar scene. b) The other approach enables projection in non-planar scenes by using internal camera parameters (calibration matrix), external camera parameters (camera poses), and depth images. However, the method turns out to be lacking of density and precision due to the low-quality (sparse and low-precision) depth, leading to less conclusive results.
To this end, we propose to feed correspondences into a pose estimator and benchmark the results of pose estimation, instead of directly evaluating correspondences. In this design, the pose error (compared with the ground-truth pose) implies how well an image pair is matched, and a matched pair would be regard to be correct if its pose error is less than certain threshold. For estimating the relative camera pose T , we firstly estimate the essential matrix E from correspondences C and internal camera parameters (calibration matrix)
Alternatively, we can also estimate the fundamental matrix F from correspondences C and convert it to E given K:
Then we get:
More details about pose estimation can be referenced in [28, 38] . In order to measure the correctness of a matched pair, we spit T into a rotation matrix R and a translation vector t, and then compare them with the ground-truth R gt and t gt . This leads to a rotational error e r and translational error e t . Here, both errors are in degrees. Specifically, e r is computed from the transformation matrix from R gt to R as did in KITTI [10] , and e t is the angle between vectors t gt and t. Note that two translational vectors are in different scales because the scale cannot be estimated given monocular image pairs (see details in [38] ). We set the camera pose error to be:
Then an image pair would be recognized as a correct match if its pose error e is less than certain threshold. Given the above method to verify a matched pair, we further propose two metrics for benchmarking a matcher: SP (Success ratio / Pose error threshold) curves and AP (Averaged number of correspondences / Pose error threshold) bars. SP curves show the change of success ratio, the percentage of correctly matched pairs to all image pairs, with increasing pose error thresholds. This responds to matching ability measurement. AP bars illustrate the mean number of correspondences averaged over correctly matched pairs (the threshold of 5 degrees is used here). It measures the correspondence sufficiency of matchers. Besides, for showing an overall matching ability of matchers, we propose to compute the AUC score(Area Under Curve) of SP curves. As the pose error thresholds are discrete, the AUC score of matchers equals to the mean value of its success ratios on all pose error thresholds.
Benchmark dataset
One goal of this paper is to evaluate feature matchers for advancing the development of Visual SLAM/SfM [1, 2, 3] . Therefore, rather than reinventing the wheel, we construct our benchmark dataset by collecting image sequences from existing SLAM/SfM datasets, including TUM SLAM dataset [11] , KITTI odometry benchmark [10] , and Strecha SfM dataset [12] They not only provide real-world image sequences of different scenes, but also provide the precise camera trajectory (camera positions) as the ground truth. Besides, we split the dataset into two portions, involving short-baseline matching and wide-baseline matching portions. In different portions, the methods to construct image pairs are different. We introduce the dataset below.
Dataset description. Our dataset contains eight image sequences with the first four sequences for short-baseline matching evaluation and the last four sequences for wide-baseline matching evaluation. They are selected from three datasets, including TUM dataset [11] where videos of indoor scenes are captured at 30f ps and the sensor resolution is 640 × 480, KITTI dataset [10] where video sequences of street views are captured at 10f ps and the image resolution is 376 × 1241, and Strecha dataset [12] where authors provide image sequences of urban buildings and the resolution is 3072 × 2048. The screen-shot and description of selected image sequences are illustrated in Fig. 1 and Tab. 1, respectively. Here, sequence 04 is from KITTI dataset [10] and sequence 05 is from Strecha dataset [12] . They are easier than other sequences, since others are from TUM dataset [11] where the texture of scenes is weaker and the image resolution is lower. Especially, sequence 02(07) and sequence 03(08) are challenging, as the former captures a non-planar object and the latter captures a low-texture object. Fig. 1 . The screen-shots of the selected images sequences. The sequences 01-03 (06-08), 04, 05 are collected from TUM dataset [11] , KITTI dataset [10] , and Strecha dataset [12] , respectively.
Short-baseline matching portion. Three sequences (01-03) are from TUM dataset [11] and one sequence (04) is from KITTI dataset [10] . Every video sequence is divided into m non-overlapping fragments and each fragment contains k frames. In each fragment, the first frame is set to be the reference image and other k − 1 frames will be matched to it. Here, k is set to be 15 for sequences 01-03 and be 5 for sequence 04, since they are captured at 30 fps and 10 fps, respectively. It means the time length of each fragment is 0.5 seconds. This results in n − m image pairs in each sequence, where n is the number of images in the sequence.
Wide-baseline matching portion. The fifth sequence (05-castle) is selected from Strecha [12] dataset, and other sequences 06-08 are sub-sampled from sequences 01-03. For the sequence 05, we run all possible n * (n − 1)/2 pairs, where n is the number of images in the sequence. For sequences 01-03, we extract the first image of every fragment (where each fragment contains 15 frames) in each sequence, leading to sequences 06-08. Then for each sequence, every image is matched to the next at most 9 images. Since the the sensor is 30f ps, every image is matched to the next frames captured within 5 seconds. This is based on our observation that most pairs beyond 5 seconds are with no overlap. Note that in this portion not all pairs are with overlap, but this doesn't influence the relative performance of different matchers because false pairs are nearly impossible to be "matched and estimated correctly" by any matcher.
Experiments
We perform exhaustive evaluation of different feature matchers in this section. As described in Sec. 1, matchers are evaluated in terms of matching ability, correspondence sufficiency, and efficiency. They are also evaluated in different type of matching tasks, involving short-baseline matching and wide-baseline matching. Evaluation settings, experimental results, and analyses are given in the following sections.
Evaluation setting
Evaluated matchers. For a comprehensive evaluation, we collect various stateof-the-art matchers. They fall into two main categories, distinctive local features and powerful matching solutions, as described in Sec. 2. The first category includes SIFT [13] , SURF [14] , ORB [15] , BRISK [31] , KAZE [29] , AKAZE [30] , DLCO [33] , FREAK [32] , BinBoost [39] , LATCH [40] , and DAISY [41] total 11 methods. Here, the last five methods (DLCO, FREAK, BinBoost, LATCH, DAISY) only provide feature descriptors and no detector is available. Therefore, we concatenate them (except for FREAK [32] ) with the SIFT [13] detector, and combine FREAK descriptor with SURF [14] detector as suggested in OpenCV samples. These features follow the classical matching pipeline that features are matched by using a nearest-neighbor approach and correspondences are selected by using RATIO (the threshold is 0.8 as widely used in applications). The second category includes KVLD [16] , GAIM [17] , CODE [18] , RepMatch [19] , and GMS [20] matchers. A brief description of different matchers can be seen in Sec. 2.
The problem associated short-baseline matching involves video-based applications such as Visual SLAM [2, 3] where the efficiency is quite critical. It would be less meaningful to evaluate a slow matcher if it could not be integrated into real-time applications. Therefore, we exclude slow matchers (KVLD, GAIM, CODE, and RepMatch) in short-baseline matching portion, as they seem far away from enabling fast matching even though GPU is available. For widebaseline matching, all matchers are evaluated.
Camera pose estimation. We adopt two pose estimators for camera pose estimation. The first one is from OpenCV library which implements five-points [28] method for essential matrix estimation within a robust RANSAC [23] framework. The estimator is well-tuned and widely used for estimating relative camera pose from a set of correspondences. However, we empirically find that this estimator doesn't work well for rich feature matchers (CODE [18] , RepMatch [19] , GMS [20] ), as their output correspondences are much more than traditional sparse matchers. Therefore, we propose to use the pose estimator built in RepMatch [19] for these three rich matchers. We also try to use this estimator with other sparse matchers, like SIFT [13] . However, the results show that the OpenCV estimator is consistently better. Therefore, for sparse matchers, we still use the OpenCV estimator.
Implementation details. The implementation of all local features is from OpenCV library. We use their default parameters for extracting features, except for ORB [15] feature. Here, the default nfeatures of ORB implementation is 500 which limits the maximum number of detected features. We manually assign a big number (100, 000) to it for breaking this limitation. Note that the number of detected features are often much more lower than this value in practice. On the other hand, in order to match features, we adopt FLANN matcher [22] with Euclidean distance for real-value features (SIFT, SURF, KAZE, DLCO, DAISY) and adopt Brute-force matcher with Hamming distance for matching binary features (ORB, BRISK, AKAZE, FREAK, BinBoost, LATCH) for the best tradeoff between performances and efficiency. This is a widely used setting in feature matching. What's more, for others matchers, we follow the default setting provided by authors. Specifically, KVLD [16] adopts SIFT feature; CODE [18] and RepMatch [19] employ ASIFT [37] feature; GAIM [17] simulates images and extracts SURF [14] feature; GMS [20] adopts ORB [15] feature (extracting at most 10K interest points).
Speed testing. For comparing the time consumption of different matchers fairly, we run all algorithms in one computer where CPU is Intel i7-6700K and GPU is NVIDIA GTX 1080. The first 200 image pairs in sequence 01 are used to evaluate the speed of matchers, and the averaged time consumption of matchers is reported in Tab. 3. Note that most feature detection and nearest-neighbor matching methods can be accelerated by GPU while correspondence selection approaches are not trivial to be accelerated. Therefore, the latter may be the bottleneck in real applications. Table 2 . The AUC score of matchers. The best three methods in each sequence are labeled in red, green, and blue colors, respectively. Besides, matchers which outperform the baseline (SIFT matcher) are labeled in bold font. The experimental results of short-baseline matching and wide-baseline matching are illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. The AUC score of matchers is shown in Tab. 2, and the time consumption of matchers is shown in Tab. 3. These results enable us to analyze the matching ability, correspondence sufficiency, as well as efficiency of different matchers. We make the following analyses. a) the experimental data (image size, scene type, and etc) influences the performance of matchers significantly. Seeing Fig. 2 or Tab. 2, one can find that the matching abilities of matchers are high in sequence 04, and they are significantly lower in sequences 01-03. At the same time, the performance gap of different matchers is narrow in sequence 04 and it is wide in sequences 01-03. Due to this, we may regard matching ability to be the most vital factor to choose good matchers in sequences 01-03, but we may pay more attention on the efficiency or correspondence sufficiency of matchers in sequence 04 for the best trade-off. Therefore, we suggest researchers re-organizing their own dataset and running our evaluation protocol on it for selecting appropriate matchers before developing an real application. b) rich feature matchers vs sparse feature matchers. Three matchers (CODE [18] , RepMatch [19] , and GMS [20] ) fall into the first class while other matchers fall into the second class. First, in terms of matching ability, rich matchers outperform the sparse matchers. This is demonstrated in Tab. 2 where GMS matcher [18] outperforms other (sparse) matchers consistently in short-baseline portion and rich matchers (CODE [18] , RepMatch [19] , and GMS [20] ) outperform others in wide-baseline portion (except for the case that KVLD matcher [16] slightly outperforms CODE and GMS in sequence 05). Second, with respect to correspondence sufficiency (see Fig. 2 or Fig. 3 ), rich matchers naturally outperform sparse matchers. Third, with regard to efficiency, CODE [18] and RepMatch [19] are much more slower than most sparse matchers (except for GAIM [17] ) even though GPU is adopted, but GMS [20] can show real-time performances. c) local feature extractors. We regard SIFT feature [13] to be the baseline for analyzing other local features. First, with regard to matching ability (see Tab. 2), three features (SURF [14] , KAZE [29] , DLCO [33] ) show equivalent and higher performances than SIFT feature, while other features are not as good as that. Second, in terms of correspondence sufficiency (see Fig. 2 or Fig. 3 ), ORB feature [15] obviously outperforms the baseline and other features. Third, with respect to efficiency (see Tab. 3), four binary features (ORB [15] , AKAZE [30] , BRISK [31] , FREAK [32] ) outperform the baseline (SIFT [13] ). d) matching solutions. As before, We regard SIFT matcher [13] to be the baseline. First, with regard to matching ability (see Tab. 2), three rich feature matchers (CODE [18] , RepMatch [19] , and GMS [20] ) outperform the baseline consistently. KVLD matcher [16] beats the baseline in sequence 05 and is beaten by the latter in other sequences. GAIM matcher [17] shows consistently lower performances than the baseline. Second, with regard to correspondence sufficiency (see Fig. 2 or Fig. 3 ), three rich feature matchers (CODE [18] , RepMatch [19] , and GMS [20] ) outperform the baseline, and other matchers (KVLD and GAIM) show similar performances with the baseline. Third, with respect to efficiency (see Tab. 3), only GMS matcher shows higher speed than the baseline by adopting GPU acceleration, and other matchers are much more slower than the baseline.
Evaluation results and analyses
e) The best generic matcher. GMS matcher [20] outperforms sparse matchers in terms of matching ability and correspondence sufficiency, although is weaker than other two rich matchers (CODE [18] , RepMatch [19] ). With respect to efficiency, it is several orders of magnitude faster than rich feature matchers (CODE and RepMatch), and is efficient enough to enable real-time performances by using GPU. Therefore, we get the conclusion that GMS matcher [20] shows the best trade-off among matching ability, correspondence sufficiency, and efficiency.
Discussion
Our primary goal is to set up an uniform benchmark to evaluate feature matchers. We have made significant efforts on making it reasonable and convenient to use as well as possible. The proposed benchmark is discussed below.
Contribution and novelty. As introduced in Sec. 1, the contribution of this paper includes i) we set up the first uniform feature matching benchmark to facilitate the evaluation of feature matchers, which enables researchers explore and develop their matchers conveniently. ii) we conduct exhaustive evaluation of different state-of-the-art matchers, where the results and conclusions can be used to design practical matchers in real applications and also advocate the potential future research directions in the filed of local feature extraction and matching solutions. On the other hand, the novelty involves proposing three different aspects to evaluate matchers, designing corresponding evaluation metrics, and creating (re-organizing) benchmark datasets for enabling both short-baseline and wide-baseline feature matching evaluation. Evaluation metrics. The proposed SP curves (with AUC score) and AP bars rely on camera pose estimation which we use to judge whether a pair is matched correctly. Therefore, the performance of matching is not only leaded by feature matchers but also pose estimators. One may concern that pose estimators could not work perfectly and it would lead to an incorrect comparison of matchers. For example, estimators may sometimes fail to get a correct pose estimation even though an image pair is matched well. However, we argue that the current solution is reasonable because two-view pose estimation is an essential part in SfM/Monocular SLAM where the estimated camera pose is directly used to initialize the system even though other pairs' poses could be refined in further processing when the system has been initialized. Therefore, our current evaluation implies how likely a matcher can enable correct initialization in SfM or Monocular SLAM. This is a very practical and vital problem! Benchmark datasets. Although the benchmark dataset covers a wide range of scenes, one may concern that the images in wide-baseline portion are not as diverse as images in some SfM datasets, like Internet-image collections [42] where images are captured from many different cameras. We exclude these diverse datasets because they often cannot provide precise ground-truth camera positions for evaluation. One possible solution to use these dataset for evaluation is reconstructing 3D models using SfM tools and regarding their estimated camera positions as "ground-truth". However, we argue that it is not reliable enough and instead propose to sub-sample video sequences with precise camera positions for our evaluation. Besides, even though the current singlecamera setting is not as diverse as Internet-image datasets, it is still practical in many real-life scenarios. For example, we sometimes may need to reconstruct 3D models of an office (or a living room) from unordered photos captured by a smart phone. Finally, we will still be considering how to introduce more diversified datasets while keeping the ground truth accurate.
Evaluated methods. The proposed benchmark not only can be used to benchmark feature matchers but also pose estimators. Since currently we are more interested in feature matchers, various pose estimators are not introduced in our evaluation . In order to maximize matchers' performances, we have adopted two state-of-the-art pose estimators and select the properest possible one for each matcher. Limited to the page length, we would explore more pose estimators and add more ablation studies in the future work.
Conclusions
This paper proposes the first uniform benchmark to evaluate feature matchers. It suggests analyzing matchers in three different aspects, including matching ability, correspondence sufficiency, and efficiency. In order to measure these different properties, the paper presents two novel evaluation metrics. On the other hand, the proposed benchmark dataset covers a wide range of scenes and can be used to evaluate matchers in different type of problems, involving short-baseline matching and wide-baseline matching. What's more, comprehensive evaluation of different feature matchers is carried out and results are useful for researchers to design practical matching systems in real applications.
